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Abstract 
Girodet's 1791 Endymion, the only iconic Neoclassicizing mythology in moder

nist art history, has been reassigned to Romanticism thanks to recognition of its theme 
of poetic inspiration. Indeed, in the years since James Rubin's 1978 iconographie inter
pretation of the work, much has been made of its stylistic and thematic divergence from 
Davidian Neoclassicism. As such, thematic kinship between his work and that of his 
contemporaries has been ignored. Through consideration of mythological compositions 
by Girodet's peer, Pierre Guérin, as well as a later work by Girodet himself, this paper 
demonstrates that the theme of creative inspiration was not Romantic idiosyncrasy 
in Girodet's early work. Rather, exploration of a variety of Neoclassical-style compo
sitions of mythological subjects open to similar iconographie interpretation suggests a 
thematic trend. To this end, I employ contemporaneous art criticism and philosophical 
treatises to situate these paintings within the ^interpretation of mythology itself. 

Themes of high emotion and imagination in the late XVIIIe and early XIX1' 
century are typically considered emanations of Romanticism. The Romantic cult 
of the individual and celebration of genius are demonstrated in the proliferation of 
personalized styles and subjects as well as the vogue for portraits of creative indi
viduals. Thus, it has been easy to overlook that Neoclassical painters addressed the 
more Romantic theme of creative inspiration using Greco-Roman mythology. 

In James Rubin's 1978 article « Endymion's Dream as a Myth of Romantic Ins
piration », he convincingly attributed the theme of poetic inspiration to Girodet's 
1791 Endymion (Paris, Louvre). Girodet's youthful desire to distinguish himself 
from his teacher, his self-identification as a poet, and his frustration in consistent 
attainment of academic honors have allowed him to be viewed as a « Romantic rebel 
» working outside the norms of Neoclassicism and the French Academy'. As such, 
similarities between Girodet's work and that of his peers have been read as homage 
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to the frustrated genius and not as indicative of a trend within Neoclassicism2. In
deed, even his own 1819 Pygmalion (Paris, Louvre), thanks to its diffuse light and li
teral imaging of artistic creation, has been interpreted as a relapse into an exhausted 
classicism and its thematic kinship with his earlier Endymion dismissed3. 

Through new iconographie interpretation of two compositions by Girodet's 
peer, Pierre Guérin, I aim to demonstrate that this theme of creative inspiration was 
not unique to Girodet. Rather than viewing Girodet's image of poetic inspiration 
as Romantic idiosyncrasy, exploration of a variety of mythological subjects open 
to similar interpretation suggests a thematic trend. To this end, I will demonstrate 
that these Neoclassical-style mythological paintings fit within a contemporaneous 
philosophical reinterpretation of mythology. 

The similarity of the male figures in Guérin's Aurora and Cephalus (Paris, 
Louvre) and Iris and Morpheus (Saint Petersburg, Hermitage) to Girodet's Endymion 
have allowed modernist art history to overlook Guérin's paintings as merely formal 
emulation of Girodet's work11. Yet, Girodet's figure was not an eccentric invention; 
the artist acknowledged that he derived its pose, proportion, and details from famed 
classical sculptures, as well as the writings of Johann Joachim Winckelmann5. Fur
thermore, the upturned face and chest bathed in light are acknowledged to derive 
from allegorical representations of Inspiration, widely known from popular emblem 
books6. Standardized poses and expressions were fundamental to academic trai
ning and emulation of antique art essential to Neoclassicism; thus, likeness should 
suggest thematic congruence, not empty imitation, in the work of the comparably 
trained Guérin7. Similar emblematic poses and light also appear in Gross 1800 Sap
pho and in the 1788-93 frontispiece for Jean-Jacques Rousseau's Philosophie, further 
underscoring their evident commonality and legibility in the visual arts before and 
after Girodet's painting. 

Guérin's reclining males also share with Girodet's Endymion the theme of 
sleep. Rubin equated this theme in Endymion with Rousseau's theorization of restful 
repose as a state open to expanded consciousness and communion with the divine*. 
Interestingly, many Neoclassical-style mythological works painted during this pe
riod depict slumbering characters suggesting the broad contemporaneous impor
tance of Rousseau, whose work is typically linked thematically with nascent Roman
ticism. This zoned out passivity certainly also distinguishes them from the alert, 
active figures in portrayals of Roman history or Napoleonic conquest". 

Girodet depicted the shepherd boy beloved by the moon goddess and char
med into perpetual slumber, while Guérin presented the goddess of the dawn with 
a huntsman she coveted and stole from his wife10. The Endymion narrative calls 
for sleep; however, the Aurora and Cephalus story relates that Aurora abducted a 
resistant hunter, not a languorous sleeper. There is no classical precedent for the 
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version of the story Guérin pictured here"; however, it effectively downplays the 
theme of abduction and highlights the erotic, amorous potential of this divine love 
story. Equation of divine love with poetic inspiration dates back to Plato and had 
enjoyed a resurgence in the late XVIIIe century in France thanks to translations of 
ancient texts and renewed inquiry into artistic process. While most Enlightenment 
philosophers explained that artists were simply especially keen observers of the na
tural world, Denis Diderot, at least for a time, championed enthusiasm, defined by 
heightened emotion and divine intervention, as the root of creativity12. 

Indeed, the physical presence of the lusty goddess is a distinct difference 
between Girodet's composition and Guérin's. This type of adulterous story and ero
tic imagery had been decried by critic La Font de Saint Yenne in his review of the 
1753 Salon; however, over the course of the second half of the XVIIIe century the 
status and analysis of Greek mythology changed markedly". The immorality was no 
longer taken literally; instead, the bawdy stories were interpreted as poetic celebra
tions of nature's creative abilities as discussed in Charles Dupuis's influential 1795 
Origin of All Cults". A proliferation of amorous mythological subjects in large-scale 
French painting coincided with this new appraisal of myth; prominent wings and 
placement of figures and structures aloft on clouds heighten the supernatural aspect 
of these paintings leaving no doubt that these titillating scenes portray the love of 
a god. 

Furthermore, instead of viewing mythology as the perversion of ancient his
torical events, as had been common at mid-century, late XVIIIe century thinkers 
praised myth as evidence of the longevity of the human creative impulse15. Moreover, 
the Poetic History, released in five editions in Paris during the later XVIIIe century, 
asserted that « the language of fable is that of poetry [...] mythology is nothing more 
than a knowledge of poetic history". » The XVIIP-century Encyclopédie clarifies 
this distinction: « The orator and the historian have nothing to create, they do not 
need genius except to find the real aspects that are in their objective [... ] they barely 
dare to transpose, whereas the poet creates models for himself without burdening 
himself with reality. The orator must speak the truth [...] with persuasive force and 
simplicity. The poet must speak of the plausible [... ] with grace and energy that can 
charm and surprise17. » Thus, as poetry, mythology was associated with creativity 
and genius; in embracing mythology artists could abandon reality and « reportage 
» as it was understood to relate to explanation and portrayal of historical events. I 
contend that mythology released Neoclassical painters from literal, historical reality 
and allowed them to explore unreality, and thus inventiveness and creativity, so in
timately linked with the supernatural forces celebrated in ancient religion. 

Guérin deviated from the traditional narrative of the Aurora and Cephalus 
story, but in so doing created something poetic. Indeed, references to poets and 
poetry resound in critical responses to its 1810 Salon appearance. M. Boutard wrote: 
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« Aurora smitten with Cephalus was a subject suitable to the poetic brush of M. 
Guérin18. «While François Guizot asserted: « It is this good sense, vivified by a poe
tic sentiment and ennobled by a pure and elegant taste, that I find and that charms 
me in compositions by M. Guérin19. » Guizot was so certain that he sensed some
thing poetic in Guérin's painting, that he quoted Petrarch's Laura and asserted that 
whether or not Guérin read poetry, his compositions made the viewer think of it. 
For Guérin's contemporaries, the painting appeared poetic in its finish, sentiment, 
and similarity to familiar verses. Additionally, Aurora herself had been associated 
with poetry and poetic inspiration since at least the time of Homer and continued to 
be so linked in early XIXe century mythographies. One by François Noël notes that 
Homer « depicts her with a great veil on her head that recoils to the back to indicate 
that the obscurity of night is beginning to dissipate while she opens the doors of the 
day with her rose-colored fingers ». Noël describes this as a well-known allegory 
and calls Aurora a friend of poets2". 

Guérin's adaptation of narrative and imagery fit with a contemporaneous re
newal of allegorization. In his 1766 study of allegory, Johann Joachim Winckelmann 
explained antique emblems and promoted usage of deities for new allegories21, 
Winckelmann's well-known publication and Hubert François Gravelot and Charles 
Nicolas Cochin's 1791 Iconologie par figures encouraged artists not just to repeat 
cliché historical examples but to use them as starting points to create modern alle
gories. Appreciation of myth as poetry encouraged interpretive adaptation rather 
than strict illustration and artistic handbooks equated poetic and painterly language 
as both calling on the imagination through allusion22. 

Selection of the Aurora and Cephalus narrative allowed for associations of 
creative inspiration through visualization of divine love and presentation of a god
dess closely associated with inspiration and poetry. The female figure, while ob
viously Aurora, as named in the painting's title and imaged pushing back the veil 
of night while depositing flowers, conspicuously lacks the chariot and orange robes 
described in many emblem books and mythographies2'. Instead, hovering and just 
barely clad in white gauze, she seems to take on the characteristics emblematic for 
Idea. Cesare Ripas emblem book, cited as a major source by both Winckelmann and 
by Gravelot and Cochin, includes the following description of Idea: « A beautiful 
Lady, rapt into the Air; covering her Nakedness only with a fine white Veil; a Flame 
on her Head; her Forehead surrounded with a circle of Gold [... ] points at a very fine 
Country lying underneath. In the Air, because immaterial, and immutable; naked, 
exempt from corporeal Passion: the white Veil, the Purity of Ideas, differing from 
corporeal Things24. » While Ripa calls for a golden headband, Guérin has encircled 
the goddess's torso with a golden belt; otherwise, Aurora matches the emblematic 
description closely, heightening my contention that the painting portrays mental 
process in mythological guise rather than illustrating myth. 
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The Aurora and Cephalus was so widely esteemed that Guérin immediately 
received a commission from Prince Nikolay Yusupov of Russia for a second version 
(Moscow, Pushkin)25. Yusupov had held prominent political and cultural positions, 
including managing the Hermitage and the Russian imperial theaters26. Upon reti
rement in 1802, he maintained his engagement with the visual and performing arts 
in his new estate, which housed his own theater, as well as four hundred works of 
art and twenty thousand books27. Patron and artist were both avid bibliophiles, so 
discrepancy between text and image would not have gone unnoticed and, hence, 
must have been intentional and appreciated28. Indeed, in Yusupov's Aurora and Ce
phalus, Guérin maintained the compositional elements and the narrative divergence 
demonstrated to be emblematic of poetic inspiration. 

This second poetic Aurora and Cephalus was to be paired with a complemen
tary pendant, the Iris and Morpheus, for which Guérin also deviated from classi
cal precedent. Ovid is the only classical author to relate a story including both Iris 
and Morpheus; however, in the Metamorphoses, Juno's faithful messenger Iris visits 
Hypnos, the god of sleep, to implore him to send Alcyone a dream2*. Hypnos then 
selects his son Morpheus to impersonate Alcyone's husband in her dream; Iris and 
Morpheus have no immediate contact in Ovid's tale"'. Guérin's painting presents a 
clever elision wherein Iris appears directly to Morpheus without the intervention of 
Hypnos and any source for this deviation remains unclear. 

While the typically aged Hypnos could have been rendered in youthful form 
to pair with Cephalus, Guérin's choice of Morpheus instead suggests the importance 
of that particular figure". According to contemporaneous mythographies and em
blem books, as well as the Encyclopédie and Ovid, Morpheus, of all his brothers, was 
« the most able to take on the gait, appearance, air, and voice of those he wanted 
to represent12. » His very name further highlights this ability to morph into those 
he wished to insinuate into one's dreams. The details of Yusupov's commission for 
this painting are no longer extant, making it impossible to know if the artist or the 
patron selected the specific subject. It is known, however, that Yusupov's intimate 
involvement with the visual arts and the theater colored his first interaction with 
Guérin in 1802, when he attempted to purchase one of Guérin's many canvases dis
playing subjects taken from dramas written by Jean Racine". Indeed, Guérin shared 
with his patron an avowed love of theater'4. Thus, it seems apposite that for Yusu
pov he would produce a picture of a mythological character notable for his acting 
skills. The composition itself also displays a theatrical quality in the choreographic 
way Iris's arm seems to cause Morpheus's to rise35. Certainly, the performers and 
statesmen Yusupov hosted would have been amused by this and by the ingenious 
adjustment of the Ovidian tale. Aurora and Cephalus preserves its connotation of 
poetic inspiration; by pairing it for Yusupov with Iris and Morpheus, which main
tains the same basic composition, the pendants suggest the interpretive creativity of 
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actors and the theater as well. Neither Ripa, Gravelot, nor Winckelmann provided 
an emblem for theatrical inspiration; here, Guérin devised a specialized, modern 
allegorical image. 

While the selection of Morpheus rather than Hypnos allows for connotations 
of acting, the details of the picture suggest that the two characters may have been 
conflated. The Encyclopédie relates the Ovidian tale of Iris waking Hypnos, god of 
sleep, and states that he holds the head of a lion while resting in an ebony bed sur
rounded by a black curtain, a description strikingly similar to that of the environs 
of Guérin's Morpheus'6. Perhaps the combination of elements of Sleep with those 
of Morpheus, one of the Dreams, results from the negative connotations many phi
losophers gave to dreams as manifestations of the irrational mind. Sleep itself was 
understood as the body's recuperative mechanism and Guérin has given both Ce
phalus and Morpheus the bent arm overhead typical of allegorical figures of Sleep". 
Rousseau's notions of the potential of such restful repose to expand consciousness 
align nicely with the subjects presented by Guérin'8. Furthermore, Yusupov estee
med Rousseau, and his library prominently featured a bust of the philosopher3*. 
Yusupov, then, likely subscribed to the notion of sleep as a period of Rousseauian 
reverie allowing for expanded consciousness and divine communion. 

My reconsideration of Guérin's mythological works expands our understan
ding of the specific works; however, it also elucidates the cultural context within 
which myth resurged in large-scale French painting, thereby suggesting the merit of 
analyzing these works as part of a unified subset of Neoclassicism. Indeed, Guérin 
and Girodet both selected to close their painterly careers using amorous mytholo
gical subjects. Girodet's 1819 Pygmalion has been interpreted recently as a last-gasp 
effort to regenerate classicism and to secure Girodet's institutional reputation'1". Al
ternatively, Guérin had been one of the most sought after painters and teachers in 
Paris during the first two decades of the XIXe century and he went on the prestigious 
role of the director of the French Academy in Rome, yet Guérin's request in his will 
that each of his pupils receive a print after his Aurora and Cephalus has heretofore 
gone without notice or comment41. Girodet's Pygmalion and the c.1820 engraving by 
Forster after Guérin's Aurora and Cephalus share a focus on amorous mythological 
themes, a stilted quality in their depicted gestures, and a cloaking of the male geni
talia; as such, I contend that they all downplay the literal sexual potential of amorous 
interaction, while highlighting the celestial, and thus, the metaphoric celebration 
of creativity. Their antique subjects demonstrate the longevity of the creative spirit 
and its supernatural aspect - artistic genius was not slavishly trained, but bestowed 
lovingly from above. That two such distinct contemporaries each marked his ca
reer's end with the same theme urges situation of these works culturally, and indeed, 
other Neoclassical painters, such as Jacques-Louis David and Antoine-Jean Gros, 
also closed their careers in this way, further underscoring the merit of reexamining 
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these paintings as a unified group. In presenting ideal bodies and classical narratives 
characteristic of Neoclassicism with a theme more Romantic in tenor, these pain
tings deepen revisionist explorations of the continuities in French narrative painting 
from the XVIIIe into the XIXe century. 
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